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Abstract
We carried out a model-independent search for light scalar or pseudoscalar particles
a's (an example of which is the axion) that couple to two photons by using a
photon-regeneration method at high energies allowing a substantial increase in the
sensitivity to eV masses. The experimental set-up is based on elements of the CERN
West Area Neutrino Facility (WANF) beam line and the NOMAD neutrino detector.
The new particles, if they exist, could be produced through the Primako eect in
interactions of high energy photons, generated by the 450 GeV protons in the CERN
SPS neutrino target, with virtual photons from the WANF horn magnetic eld.
The particles would penetrate the downstream shielding and would be observed in
the NOMAD neutrino detector through their re-conversion into real high energy
photons by interacting with the virtual photons from the magnetic eld of the
NOMAD dipole magnet.
From the analysis of the data collected during the 1996 run with 1:08  1019
protons on target, 312 candidate events with energy between 5 and 140 GeV were
found. This number is in general agreement with the expectation of 27218 back-
ground events from standard neutrino processes. A 90 % CL upper limit on the
aγγ-coupling gaγγ < 1.510−4 GeV −1 for a masses up to 40 eV is obtained.
Key words: light (pseudo)scalars, photon-regeneration
1 Introduction
Neutral spin-zero scalar or pseudoscalar particles a’s (this notation will be
used for both cases) of nearly zero mass are predicted in many theories. The
most motivated pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, for example, arise in mod-
els constraining spontaneously broken symmetry, see e.g. [1]. They couple to
the divergence of the current whose charge generates the symmetry which is
spontaneously broken. The most popular light pseudoscalar, the axion, pos-
tulated [2] to provide a solution of the "strong CP" problem, emerges as a
consequence of the breaking of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [3]. It is now be-
lieved that the axion has a mass much smaller than  O(100) keV that was
originally expected [4]-[6]. The axion two-photon interaction is given by the
Lagrangian
Lint = −1
4
gaγγF ~F
a = gaγγ(E B)  a (1)
where gaγγ is the coupling constant, E;B are the electric and magnetic elds,
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a is the axion eld. If B is an external magnetic eld, a’s interact with the
photon electric eld component parallel to B.
An example of a scalar particle weakly coupled to two photons is the dilaton,
which arises in super-string theories and interacts with matter through the
trace of the energy-momentum tensor[7]. In particular its interaction with
photons is given by the Lagrangian
Laγγ = −1
4
gaγγFF
a =
1
2
gaγγ(B
2 − E2)  a (2)
Here again, gaγγ is the coupling constant and a is the dilaton eld. If B is an
external magnetic eld a’s interact with the photon electric eld component
orthogonal to B. Usually it is assumed that gaγγ = O(M
−1
P l ) and that the
dilaton mass ma = O(MP l), where MP l is the Planck mass. However, in recent
models with large compactication radii (see e.g. [8]), the dilaton could be
rather light and since there are no rm predictions for the coupling gaγγ the
searches for such particles become very interesting and actual.
Several experiments have placed limits on possible (pseudo)scalar bosons [1].
Experimental bounds on gaγγ for light a’s can be obtained from laser ex-
periments [9], [10], from experiments on J= and  particles [11], and from
orthopositronium decays [12]. The best direct experimental limit, gaγγ < 2
10−3GeV −1 for the eV mass range, has been extracted from the recent limit
of the CLEO Collaboration Br((1S) ! aγ) < 1:3  10−5 [13] by assuming
this decay to occur through a virtual photon [14].
The best limit on the axion-photon coupling comes from astrophysical lim-
its on anomalous energy loss by stars [15]. However, such astrophysical con-
straints, although more stringent, are model-dependent and have various un-
certainties. For example, as has been demonstrated in [16], the inclusion
of additional fermions which strongly interact with (pseudo)scalars of mass
ma  O(10) eV may evade the astrophysics constraints. Hence, it is impor-
tant to perform independent laboratory tests on the existence of such particles
in the mass range discussed above.
Experimental techniques used for searching for light (pseudo)scalars are based
either on the measurement of vacuum birefringence [17]-[19], or on the Helio-
scope method [20],[21], or on what is called "photon-regeneration" [22]. Here
we describe a direct experimental search for a particles which are weakly cou-
pled to two photons and which might be present in the SPS neutrino beam.
The experiment is performed by using elements of the CERN West Area Neu-
trino Facility (WANF) beam line and the NOMAD neutrino detector and is
based on the photon-regeneration method, used for the rst time at high en-
ergy. In the analysis we do not assume any relationship between particle mass
and coupling to photons but we assume that a’s are rather long-lived particles.
The present analysis as well as the experimental signature of the signal events
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are similar to those of our previous light gauge boson search [23].
2 WANF and NOMAD detector
The present WANF beam line [24] (schematically shown in Figure 1) provides
an essentially pure  beam for the CERN neutrino experiments. It consists
of a beryllium target irradiated by 450 GeV protons from the CERN SPS.
The secondary hadrons are focused with two magnetic elements, the horn and
the reflector, located in front of a 290 m long vacuum decay tunnel. Protons
that have not interacted in the target, secondary hadrons and muons that do
not decay are absorbed by a 400 m shielding made of iron and earth. The
NOMAD detector is located at about 835 m from the neutrino target. The
horn operates in pulsed mode and has a length of nearly 7 m. Its magnetic eld
is transverse to the beam, azimuthally symmetric and its radial dependence is
B[T ] = 0:02I[kA]=r[cm] between the inner and outer aluminium conductors,
where I = 100 kA is the horn current and r is the distance from the horn axis.
At the point where the inner conductor is closest to the axis (r ’ 1 cm), a
maximum magnetic eld of  2 T is achieved. The second focusing element,
the reflector, has a maximum eld of  0:2 T and its contribution is negligible.
The NOMAD detector is described in Ref. [25]. It consists of a number of
sub-detectors most of which are located inside a 0.4 T dipole magnet with
a volume of 7.53.53.5 m3: an active target of drift chambers (DC)[26]
with a mass of 2.7 tons (mainly carbon), an average density of 0:1 g=cm3
and a total length of about one radiation length ( 1:0X0) followed by a
transition radiation detector (TRD) [27], a preshower detector (PRS), and
an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The PRS is composed of a plane of
horizontal proportional tubes and one of vertical proportional tubes preceded
by a 9 mm thick lead plate (1:6 X0). The ECAL consists of 875 lead-glass
counters, each of about 19 X0 deep, arranged in a matrix of 35 rows by 25
columns [28].
A hadron calorimeter (HCAL) and two muon stations are located just after
the magnet coils. The trigger for neutrino interactions in the DC target is
provided by two planes of scintillation counters T1 and T2. Interactions in the
PRS or ECAL which are used in the present study are collected by the trigger
T1  T2  ECAL, referred to as the ECAL trigger [29]. The ECAL signal is
obtained as the OR of all counter signals exceeding a threshold of  0:8 GeV .
The average rate of ECAL triggers is about 3 for 1013 protons incident on the
neutrino target (pot).
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3 Detection Principle
This experiment was possible due to the unique combination of several factors,
namely, the presence of: i) the high
R
B?dz regions both in the WANF horn
and in the NOMAD detector, where z is the coordinate along the magnet axis;
ii) the relatively transparent DC target, used to reject eciently interactions
in the magnet coils; iii) the PRS and ECAL to detect photons. The exper-
imental set-up consisting of WANF elements and the NOMAD detector and
the detection principle are schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
If a’s exist, one expects a flux of such high energy particles in the SPS neu-
trino beam because both scalar and pseudoscalar a’s could be produced in the
forward direction through the Primako eect in interactions of high energy
photons, generated by 450 GeV protons in the neutrino target, with virtual
photons from the WANF horn magnetic eld.
If a is a long-lived particle, it would penetrate the downstream shielding and
would be observed in the NOMAD detector via the inverse Primako eect,
namely the interaction of (pseudo)scalars with virtual photons from the mag-
netic eld of the NOMAD dipole magnet (see Figure 1). The experimental
signature of the a ! γ conversion is a single high energy photon which con-
verts in the PRS resulting in a single isolated electromagnetic shower in the
ECAL with no activity in any of the other subdetectors.
The probability for the γ ! a or a! γ coherent conversions is proportional toR
B?dz
2
(see Section 4). Therefore we search for axion to photon conversions
as an excess of electromagnetic events among interactions occurring in the
PRS and ECAL, as they are the most downstream detectors located in the
NOMAD magnetic eld.
4 Axion and regenerated photon spectra
The energy spectra of photons produced in the neutrino target mainly through
0 decays have been obtained with the same detailed GEANT [30] simula-
tion used to predict the neutrino flux distributions at the NOMAD detec-
tor. The eects of pion re-interactions in the target, photon conversion and
bremsstrahlung of electrons or positrons have been explicitly taken into ac-
count, as well as the correct material composition of the horn for cascade
development. Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum of 0’s produced in 450
GeV proton collisions with the neutrino target in a cone of  2 mrad and
the energy spectrum of photons pointing to the NOMAD ducial area. The
fluxes and spectra of a’s from γ ! a conversions in the horn magnetic eld, as
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well as those of photons from a! γ conversions in NOMAD were calculated
based on results of ref. [19], [20]. In what follows we consider the axion case
for simplicity, but the results are valid also for the scalar case.
In the general case, which includes photon absorption in the target, the proba-
bility to nd a photon at a distance L from the upstream edge of the NOMAD
magnetic eld can be calculated from the result of a numerical integration of
the a ! γ transition amplitude which is given by the following expression
[19],[20]:
< γ(L)ja(0) >= 1
2M
exp

−
LZ
0
dzΓ=2
 LZ
0
dzB?(z)exp

i
zZ
0
dz0[q − iΓ=2]

(3)
where M  1=gaγγ, B? is the magnetic eld component perpendicular to the
axion direction. In the above formula, q = (m2γ − m2a)=2Ea is the dierence
between the a and the photon momenta in the medium for an axion energy
Ea; mγ plays the role of the plasma frequency (photon mass) in the NOMAD
target medium: m2γ = 4Ne=me with Ne the electron number density and me
the electron mass. For the average density of the NOMAD target mγ  7 eV .
Here, we use ~ = c = 1, so Γ ’ 1=X0 ’ 3:510−8 eV is the photon absorption
rate in the NOMAD target. The photon absorption in the target results in a
reduction of 40% of the signal. For the case of inverse γ ! a conversion the
transition amplitude is given by the same Eq.(3) taking into account that the
a ! γ conversion rate is twice that of the inverse process for unpolarized
photons with the same coupling strength.
In the absence of photon absorbtion, the absolute maximum of the a ! γ
transition probability at a distance L is given by the formula
Pγ(L) = 1:25 10−10
2
4 B?
0:4T
3
5
2

2
4 L
570cm
3
5
2

2
4105 GeV
M
3
5
2
(4)
and corresponds to the case when jqLj  , i.e. when the axion and the photon
elds remain in phase [19],[20] and propagate coherently over the length L. For
< Ea > 20 GeV and for L equal to the total length of the magnetic eld,
the axion mass range which can be explored at NOMAD with the photon-
regeneration method is ma . 40 eV .
The expected shape of the energy distributions for photons from the a ! γ
conversions at the end of the NOMAD detector is shown in Figure 3 for dier-
ent axion masses. The axion flux from the horn was calculated by integrating
Eq.(3) over photon trajectories pointing to the NOMAD ducial area. It is
seen that the photon spectra are quite sensitive to the axion mass. The higher
the axion mass the harder is the spectrum needed to full the coherence con-
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dition. Low axion masses tend to contribute mainly to the low energy part of
the spectrum. The numbers of axions from the horn and of photons at the PRS
detector calculated for a coupling gaγγ = 10
−4 GeV −1 and for 1.081019 pot
are shown in Table 1. One can see that for axion masses above  100 eV the
expected number of events at NOMAD drops very fast.
Table 1
Expected numbers of axions and photons (Eγ > 3 GeV ) obtained using the photon-
regeneration method calculated for the coupling gaγγ = 10−4 GeV −1 and for
1.081019 pot.
ma (eV ) 1 30 100 300
axions from Horn 7:2  109 6:3 109 2:8 109 1:3  108
photons at PRS 46 43 2:7 8:2 10−2
5 Event samples and selections
We study events taken with the ECAL trigger during the 1996 run period. The
selection criteria for a! γ events are based on a full Monte Carlo simulation of
a! γ conversions in the NOMAD detector. These criteria are similar to those
used in our previous search for a light gauge boson [23]. The dierence between
the two analyses is due to the lower ECAL energy cut and the additional
background simulations described in Section 6.
Candidate events were identied by the following criteria:
 DC  TRD: no signicant activity in the DC or TRD as measured by the
number of hits in these two detectors.
 PRSECAL: presence of an isolated PRS cluster in both planes matched
to an isolated ECAL cluster. The energy of the ECAL cluster was required
to be greater than 5 GeV and its shape to t that expected from an elec-
tromagnetic shower[31].
These criteria selected isolated electromagnetic showers in the ECAL that
originated from photons converted in the preshower.
 HCAL: no energy above 0:4 GeV .
 MUON : no track(s) in the muon chambers matched to the PRS cluster.
After imposing the above requirements, we have found 312 candidate events
for a! γ conversion in the initial sample of 2:47106 events recorded with the
ECAL trigger. The amount of background from standard neutrino interactions
in this sample was evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation program (see
Section 6).
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Applying theDCTRDPRSECAL(> 1GeV )MUON selection criteria
to the initial sample we identied a sample of CC events collected with
the ECAL trigger. Here, MUON denotes a single muon matched to a PRS
cluster. This sample corresponds mainly to neutrino interactions occurring in
the PRS region dened as the PRS itself and in addition the downstream
TRD and upstream ECAL regions. The spectra of energy deposited in the
ECAL for these selected CC events and for simulated events which pass
the same reconstruction program and selection cuts are in agreement. The
ECAL trigger eciency was obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation and was
found to be 71% and 97% for CC and a! γ events, respectively. From the
simulation of the neutrino flux, the known cross section for CC interactions
and the overall selection eciency, the number of protons on target giving
rise to the observed number of CC events was calculated to be Npot =
1:08  1019. This number agrees within 5% with the value measured by the
WANF beam monitors (1:121019) and was used for normalisation. Additional
uncertainties arise from the contribution of events from neutrino interactions
in the downstream TRD region which pass the DC and TRD cuts and from
backscattering in events occurring in the PRS. By varying the DC and TRD
cuts, it was found that the systematic error on the number of CC events
from these eects is smaller than 5%.
6 Background Events
The relative neutrino beam composition in the NOMAD detector is predicted
to be  :  : e : e = 1.00 : 0.061 : 0.0094 : 0.0024, with average energies of 23.5,
19.2, 37.1, and 31.3 GeV , respectively [32]. The main background to a ! γ
events is expected from neutrino processes with a signicant electromagnetic
component in the nal state and with no signicant energy deposition in the
HCAL.
The following neutrino processes occurring either in the PRS region or in
the upstream region, which includes the magnet coil and DC target, were
considered:
 CC interactions classied as muonless because the muon was not detected;
 inclusive 0 production from  neutral current (NC) interactions;
 coherent and diractive 0 production;
 quasi-elastic e scattering;
 eCC and eCC interactions.
To evaluate the amount of background in the data sample, simulated events
were processed through the same reconstruction program and selection criteria
used for real data. All background distributions were then summed up, tak-
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ing into account the corresponding normalisation factors. These factors were
calculated from beam composition and cross-sections for the processes listed
above. The total number of expected candidate events after applying the se-
lection criteria are given in Table 2 for each background component. The total
background in the data sample was estimated to be 27218 events, where
statistical and systematic errors were added in quadrature. The fraction of
neutrino interactions satisfying all cuts is about 7.5  10−4.
Table 2
Background Estimate. Total number of interactions in the PRS region and in the
upstream region (last two columns) and the resulting number of expected background
candidate events.
item CC NC eCC eQEL eCC Coh.0 NC Coh.0
Total number
of interactions 274250 81328 4114 105 439 603 451376 3670
Number of
expected
candidates 5.93.5 96.99.6 85.110.9 16.41.9 11.71.8 38.68.4 5.22.3 11.83.4
7 Results
Figure 4 shows the overall background and candidate event energy spectra in
the ECAL. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo is reasonable. The
overall eciency for single high energy photon detection in the PRS/ECAL
was found to be  25% for axion masses ma . 40 eV . The ineciency is
mostly due to the requirement of photon conversion in the PRS, the ECAL
energy cut and PRS/ECAL matching.
By subtracting the number of expected background events from the number of
candidate events we obtainNa!γ = 4025 events showing no signicant excess
of a! γ conversion-like events. The 90% CL upper limit for the coupling gaγγ
was calculated by using the following scaling relations:
NM=10
4 GeV
a!γ =
Z E2
E1
γ  Pγ!a(ma; Eγ)  Pa!γ(ma; Eγ)  "sel Npot  dEγ (5)
and
g90%CLaγγ < 10
−4 GeV −1 
0
@ N90%a!γ
NM=104 GeVa!γ
1
A
1=4
(6)
where NM=10
4 GeV
a!γ is the number of expected candidate events calculated for a
coupling gaγγ = 10
−4 GeV −1 in the energy region from E1 to E2 corresponding
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to the signal from the axion of mass ma, N
90%
a!γ is the 90% CL upper limit
for the expected number of signal events in the same energy region, "sel is
the selection eciency, which was found to be practically independent of the
photon energy Eγ (for Eγ > 5 GeV ), γ ; Pγ!a(ma; Eγ); Pa!γ(ma; Eγ) are the
flux of photons per pot, probability of photon to axion conversion in the horn
magnetic eld and probability of axion to photon conversion in the NOMAD
magnetic eld, respectively.
The region excluded in the (ma; gaγγ) plane at 90 % CL is shown in Figure 5
together with the results of other experiments. For the mass regionma . 40 eV
the limit is
gaγγ < 1:5 10−4 GeV −1 (7)
and is valid for both scalar and (pseudo)scalar cases. The statistical limit
on the sensitivity is set by the values of
R
B?dz in the horn and the NOMAD
detector. The uncertainties on 0 production rate (’ 20%) and neutrino fluxes
( . 10%), and on some cross-sections for neutrino interaction in the PRS (e.g.
coherent 0 production) and backscattering eects give a large contribution
to the systematic error. Since the sensitivity of this search is proportional to
g4aγγ , the upper limit from Eq.(6) depends weakly on variations of the selected
photon energy interval. The limit of Eq.(7) is approximately a factor of 10
better than the best direct limit extracted from the recently published limit
on Br( ! γa) obtained by the CLEO collaboration [13].
The limit of Eq.(7) is valid for a (pseudo)scalar lifetime a[s] > 10
−15ma[eV ]
which is much shorter than the decay time of a standard axion into two photons
in the above mass range. The attenuation of the a flux due to interactions in
the shielding was found to be negligible, since for the limit of Eq.(7) the axion
mean free path in iron is  104 km, as compared with the iron and earth
shielding total length of 0.4 km used in our beam.
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the WANF beam line (not to scale) and an illustration of
the principle of the WANF-NOMAD high energy photon-regeneration experiment.
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Fig. 2. a)The energy spectrum of 0’s produced in 450 GeV proton collisions with the
neutrino target in a cone of 2 mrad. b) Energy spectrum of the photons crossing
the horn magnetic eld and momenta pointing towards the NOMAD ducial area.
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of photons entering the PRS, as expected from a ! γ con-
versions of axions produced through γ ! a conversions in the horn magnetic eld.
The eect of the axion mass on the energy spectra is clearly seen. The calculations
are performed for 1:08  1019 pot and gaγγ = 10−4 GeV −1.
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Fig. 4. The ECAL energy spectra for candidate (solid line) and background (full
circles) events. Systematic errors are not shown. The shape of the axion signals
corresponding to masses ma = 30 eV and ma = 100 eV are shown for comparison.
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